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Introduction
We welcome the opportunity to contribute to this consultation. We have a long history of
documenting harms facilitated and enabled by online platforms and calling for their
regulation. While we welcome industry participation in the development of these draft
(voluntary) codes, unfortunately we do not believe they are strong or comprehensive enough
to ameliorate current and predicted harms. The Codes fail in their intended aim of protecting
children. They do not address first generation CSAM, do not address live-streamed child
sexual abuse, do not contain provisions requiring shorter take-down times and complaint
handling processes, take no account of parent run accounts and paid sponsorships for
children and ignore the dangers of end-to-end encryption. The draft codes therefore fail in
their stated aims.

Summary of Recommendations:

● Codes must include mandatory time limits on responding to complaints.
● Providers should make detailed data available on all complaints.
● Providers should include access to a mechanism for end-users to make a

complaint to a third party if they are dissatisfied with the provider’s response
to a complaint.
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● Social media platforms should not tolerate violations of laws prohibiting CSAM
material. They should remove the requirement that an end-user “repeatedly
violated terms and conditions, community standards, and/or acceptable use
policies.”

● Codes should remove clauses specifying that end-user accounts are
terminated only if they intend to cause harm.

● Social media platforms must not tolerate violations of laws prohibiting CSAM
material. They should remove the requirement that an end-user “repeatedly
violated terms and conditions, community standards, and/or acceptable use
policies.”

● Industry should report CSAM regardless of where or to whom it is happening.
● Industry must invest in tools and resources to enable providers to detect and

deal with first-generation, existing, and live-streamed CSAM.
● Industry must address live-streamed CSAM with available technology and

continuing investment in innovation and resources.
● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit sexual discussions and other degrading

and exploitative treatment of minors.
● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit paedophilic networking, including the

use of red flag terms known for use in connecting sexual predators and aiding
trade in child sexual abuse material.

● The timeframe of 24 hours for reporting an instance of identified CSAM as an
immediate threat to the life or health of an adult or child should be changed to
“immediately” or at minimum, a two hour time frame.

● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit monetisation of children’s content.
● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit the promotion of off-site monetised

children’s content.
● Industry codes must prohibit the use of preteen children (or children whose

age is less than the platform’s approved user age) in paid promotions.
● Remove the suggestion that it would be sufficient to require a user to declare

their date of birth during the account registration process, as this is an
ineffective method.

● Industry must use existing tools to detect behavioural signals and CSAM
materials in end-to-end encrypted services.

● Industry must invest in tools and resources to enable providers to detect and
deal with first-generation, existing, and live-streamed CSAM in end-to-end
services.

About Collective Shout

Collective Shout (www.collectiveshout.org) is a grassroots campaigning movement
challenging the objectification of women and sexualisation of girls in media, advertising and
popular culture. We target corporations, advertisers, marketers and media which exploit the
bodies of women and girls to sell products and services, and campaign to change their
behaviour. More broadly we engage in issues relating to other forms of sexploitation,
including the interconnected industries of pornography, prostitution and trafficking as well as
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the growing market in the sale of children for Live Distant Child Abuse1 and in child sex
abuse dolls and replica child body parts.2

Our work puts us in touch with the unique and specific ways children are at risk, especially in
their vulnerability to online grooming by predators and exposure to pornography. Young
people are at unique risk of sexualisation, objectification and exploitation online. They are
vulnerable to cyberbullying, sexual harassment, image-based abuse, predatory behaviour,
grooming and exposure to pornography. This causes physical and psychological harm,
hampering healthy development.

We have documented these harms for more than twelve years, including in the following:

● Submission to Select Committee on Social Media and Online Safety 2022;3

● Submission to eSafety Consultation on the implementation roadmap for a mandatory
age verification (AV) regime relating to online pornography 2021;4

● Submission on Harm Being Done to Australian Children Through Access to
Pornography on the Internet to the Senate Environment and Communication
References Committee 2016;5

● Submission to the Inquiry into Age Verification for Online Wagering and Online
Pornography 2019;6

● Submission to the United Nations’ review Children’s Rights in the Digital Environment
2020;7

● Submission to the inquiry into Law Enforcement Capabilities in Relation to Child
Exploitation 2021;8 and

● Numerous other publications and commentaries.9

9 For example, see Tankard Reist, Melinda (2016). Early sexualisation and pornography exposure: the
detrimental impacts on children, Australian Childhood Foundation blog.
https://professionals.childhood.org.au/prosody/2016/07/melinda-tankard-reist/; Tankard Reist, M.

8 Collective Shout (20 Aug 2021). Submission: Law Enforcement Capabilities in Relation to Child
Exploitation. https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_law_enforcement_child_exploitation

7 Collective Shout (30 Nov 2020). UN Submission: Children’s Rights in the Digital Environment.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/un_sub_children_digital_rights

6 Collective Shout (2019). Submission to Inquiry into Age Verification for Online Wagering and Online
Pornography.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_to_inquiry_into_age_verification_for_online_pornography

5 Collective Shout (2016). Harm being done to Australian children through access to pornography on
the internet: Submission to the Senate Environment and Communications References Committee.
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/collectiveshout/pages/1019/attachments/original/1457408234/
CS_Submission_Harms_of_Pornography_Inquiry_March_2016.pdf?1457408234

4 Collective Shout (2021). Submission: eSafety Consultation on implementation roadmap for a
mandatory age verification (AV) regime relating to online pornography.

3 Collective Shout (Jan 2022). Submission to Select Committee on Social Media and Online Safety.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_social_media_online_safety

2 Roper, Caitlin (2022). Sex Dolls, Robots, and Woman Hating: The Case for Resistance. Spinifex
Press. https://www.spinifexpress.com.au/shop/p/9781925950601; See also Roper, Caitlin (9 Jan
2020). “Better a doll than a real child:” The spurious logic used to justify child sex dolls. ABC Religion
and Ethics. https://www.abc.net.au/religion/spurious-logic-used-to-justify-child-sex-dolls/11856284

1 Tankard Reist, Melinda (2017). Why are Australian Telcos and ISPs enabling a child abuse
pandemic? ABC Religion and Ethics.
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/why-are-australian-telcos-and-isps-enabling-a-child-sexual-abuse/100
95644; For a summary of recent global campaigns relating to on-line child protection see Collective
Shout (6 Sep 2021). National Child Protection Week 2021: Join our campaigns to protect children and
young people. https://www.collectiveshout.org/child_protection_week_2021
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Draft Codes not strong enough to address Child Sexual Abuse
Material (CSAM)

Online companies should be made to take more substantial steps to protecting children than
proposed in these draft Codes. Industry groups have committed to a bare minimum when
they could make greater efforts to ameliorate the harm they are causing.

We have documented the growing and distressing proliferation of CSAM online. The volume
of CSAM expanded rapidly during the pandemic with children online for longer periods. Child
sex offenders had greater opportunity to anonymously communicate with children and create
online communities using connected devices, webcams, end-to-end encryption, cloud
computing, dark web services, social media and gaming chat rooms. Online platforms
enabled this abuse. We have long called on online tech companies to take responsibility and
prioritise child safety above profit. As online safety expert John Carr writes:

The public, in particular parents and children, shouldn’t have to wait for accidental or
deliberate leaks or apparent outbreaks of pique or conscience to have reliable
information about what is going on behind the carefully constructed corporate veneer
of the businesses which attract so many children as users. Neither should everything
have to hang on the vagaries of cash-strapped law enforcement agencies.10

Australia is facing a tsunami of CSAM, according to Dr Gemma McKibbin, who leads the
Disrupting Child Exploitation project at the Australian Centre to Counter Child Exploitation.11

In the past financial year, reports of online child abuse were up 60% from the year prior.
Predators have been targeting children on popular games and platforms such as Minecraft,
Fortnite, Facebook, TikTok, Discord, Kik, WhatsApp, Instagram, and others. Dr McKibbin
says social media companies have “dirty hands” in relation to CSAM and reform is needed.

11 Morgan, Cassandra (23 Sep 2022). Australia facing ‘tsunami’ of child abuse. The Canberra Times.
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/7916809/australia-facing-tsunami-of-child-abuse/?cs=14264
&fbclid=IwAR3VVBvQqvYocaOLKBU9aQaJrUdsHaM3aFbE-JTmYhRoRBQ2WgvU4BQGvks

10 Carr, John (30 Aug 2022). The Aussies showing the way. Again. Desiderata Blog.
https://johncarr.blog/2022/08/30/the-aussies-showing-the-way-again/

(2016). Growing Up in Pornland: Girls Have Had It with Porn Conditioned Boys, ABC Religion &
Ethics.
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/growing-up-in-pornland-girls-have-had-it-with-porn-conditioned-b/1009
7244 ; Tankard Reist, Melinda (2018). Never Again? Addressing Sexual Violence Must Include
Pornography, ABC Religion & Ethics.
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/never-again-addressing-sexual-violence-must-include-pornography/10
094568; Tankard Reist, Melinda (2021). Consent education does not stand a chance against
pornography, ABC Religion & Ethics,
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/consent-education-does-not-stand-a-chance-against-pornography/132
31364
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Recent scandals have eroded public trust in online tech companies. Online grooming,
livestreaming child sexual abuse, and a rapid increase in self-generated sexual content by
children have exploded in the last two years, requiring urgent action.

Right now, lawsuits are mounting against Meta, Snap, Discord, and Roblox for failing to
protect children from sexual predators.12 Platforms typically respond by tightening parental
controls. But this still relies on parental time and diligence to protect children using these
products which remain addictive by design.

Online tech companies have failed to prevent and detect much of this content - and even
profited from hosting and disseminating it - even though technology to address it exists or is
in the process of development.

Social media companies have been “monetising misery”, according to the father of UK
teenager Molly Russell who died from an act of self-harm. London’s senior coroner, Andrew
Walker, found in the inquest into her death that two social media companies had
recommended and promoted material which influenced her to self-harm. This included
images, video clips and text about self-harm and suicide, which were negative or
depressing, and romanticised acts of self-harm by young people. Other content isolated and
discouraged discussion with people who could have helped.13

Sir Peter Wanless, chief executive of the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children, and Lady Beeban Kidron, founder of 5Rights, a non-governmental, charitable
organisation working toward a safe digital world for children, stated: “This must be a turning
point for Silicon Valley. The transparency of the court process has shone a light on how the
commercial and design decisions of tech platforms result in real-world harm. The world is
watching.”14

Facebook whistleblower, Frances Haugen, told the US Congress in 2021 that Facebook’s
platforms “harm children, stoke division, and harm our democracy.” One month later, another
Facebook whistleblower told US authorities that the social media giant’s efforts to remove
CSAM were “inadequate” and “under-resourced” in documents provided to BBC News and
to the US Securities and Exchange Commission.15

Likewise, Twitter was accused by its own former Head of Security, Peiter Zatko, of following
“reckless and negligent cybersecurity policies” including deception in relation to the detection
and deletion of fake/spam accounts. These policies had direct impacts on children’s safety

15 Crawford, Angus (28 Oct 2021). Whistleblower: Facebook’s response to child abuse ‘inadequate.’
BBC News. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-59063768

14 Sir Peter Wanless and Lady Beeban Kidran (30 Sept 2022). The Molly Russell inquest verdict
damns Silicon Valley. There can be no more excuses. The Guardian.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/sep/30/molly-russell-inquest-verdict-silicon-valley-h
arm-children-government

13 Crawford, A. and Bell, B. (1 Oct 2022). Molly Russell Inquest: Father makes social media plea. BBC
News. https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-london-63073489

12 Snyder, Kristin (6 Oct 2022). Discord sued over child sexual exploitation. Dot.LA.
https://dot-la.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/dot.la/amp/discord-child-harm-lawsuit-2658407533
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and welfare, according to John Carr, Secretary of the UK Children’s Charities Coalition on
Internet Safety.16

In 2021 the WeProtect Global Alliance - an NGO representing dozens of governments and
companies working to stop the production and spread of CSAM - reported that online CSAM
had exploded during the pandemic and “tech’s best defenses are no match against it.”17

In the Discussion Paper in the present consultation report, eSafety states it has:

encountered services that lack effective content reporting mechanisms, fail to find
and address overt CSEM and are non-responsive to removal requests. These
services may deny ownership or connection to harmful content, refuse to
acknowledge its presence on their systems or show a lack of will to remove it.

The community expects wealthy tech companies - with vast resources at their disposal -  to
prioritise the best interests of every child,18 not their bottom line.

Most pornography (currently classed as 1C, 2A and 2B)
belongs in Classes 1A and 1B

It is not possible to separate pornographic material from class 1A or 1B material.

Sexual violence is a subcategory of “extreme crime and violence material,” according to
page 26 of the Explanatory Memorandum:

Sexual violence means the act of sexual assault or aggression, in which the victim
does not consent. Detail means the amount of verbal or visual information in the
representation of a subject. Emphasis or emphasising means given prominence or
strong focus. Gratuitous means unwarranted or uncalled for, and included without the
justification of a defensible story-line or artistic merit. Impact means strength of the
effect on the reader/viewer. Offensive means that which causes outrage or extreme
disgust, offending against generally accepted standards and therefore likely to offend
most people. Real violence means actual acts of violence, obvious threats of
violence or the result of violence. Tone means the quality or feeling of material, such
as its sadness, humour, menace, lightness or seriousness.

18 ECPAT (Sept 2022). Proposal for a REGULATION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL laying down rules to prevent and combat child sexual abuse - Publications Office of
the EU (europa.eu). Submission of ECPAT International in consultation with ECPAT members in the
EU.

17 Counts, Aisha (12 Nov 2021). Child sexual abuse is exploding online. Tech’s best defenses are no
match. Protocol. https://www.protocol.com/policy/csam-child-safety-online

16 Carr, John (30 Aug 2022). The Aussies showing the way. Again. Desiderata Blog.
https://johncarr.blog/2022/08/30/the-aussies-showing-the-way-again/
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Pornography increasingly depicts violent, cruel, non-consensual, extreme acts. It is cited as
a driver of child sexual abuse material and sex trafficking, and used as a tool to groom
children.19 A significant amount of material in Classes 1C, 2A and 2B belongs in Classes 1A
and 1B.20

In our submission to the Review of Australian Classification Regulation (February 2020)21

and to the Canadian Parliament (2021)22 we urged an evidence-based approach to
classification of sexually explicit content. The evidence base for commercial sexual
exploitation material (pornography) has moved far beyond the idea that it is only ‘offensive’,
‘tasteless’, or ‘immoral’. It is demonstrably harmful.

The sex industry has always promoted its business with the argument that adults have the
right to view and create whatever content they wish to, as the National Classification Code
has enshrined in its guiding principles. Thus, the approach in this Draft Consolidated
Industry Codes is that the only possibility of managing pornographic content is to restrict
such content from minors - which ignores widespread and severe harm to the broader
community, in particular women.

Pornography genres normalising rape, torture, sadism, incest, and extreme violence against
women and girls are routinely offered on the largest porn-hosting platorms in the world. As
our Movement Director Melinda Tankard Reist writes:23

Pornhub is both a repository and disseminator of hate propaganda. It hosts evidence
of crimes against women for men to enjoy. Popular videos depict brutal sexual
violence against women. Sadistic titles revel in women's inability to stop the violent
assaults carried out against them. The most violent have views in the millions. Many
titles are centred around the sexual abuse and rape of teen and underage girls. Men
are fantasising about raping young girls with impunity while government, children
charities and advocacy groups try to tackle an epidemic of child sexual abuse.
Cultural norms are taught through pornography. When boys learn early to enjoy, take
pleasure in, laugh at, and get off on torture and humiliation videos, when they are fed
a diet of rape porn and racist sexual abuse, does the avalanche of violence against
women come as a surprise?

23 Tankard Reist, Melinda (3 Jul 2018). Never Again? Addressing sexual violence must include
pornography. ABC Religion and Ethics.
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/never-again-addressing-sexual-violence-must-include-pornography/10
094568

22 Collective Shout (Feb 2021). Briefing and Recommendations: Protection of Privacy and Reputation
on Platforms Such as Pornhub. https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_ethi_mindgeek

21 Collective Shout (February 2020). Submission to the Review of Australian Classification Regulation.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/collective_shout_a_main_player_in_classification_review

20 Class 1A: Material that describes, depicts, expresses or otherwise deals with matters of extreme
crime, cruelty or violence (including sexual violence) without justification. For example, murder,
suicide, torture and rape. Class 1B: Material that describes, depicts, expresses or otherwise deals
with matters of crime, cruelty or violence without justification.

19 Norma, Caroline (2011). Teaching Tools and Recipe Books: Pornography and the Sexual Assault of
Children. In Big Porn Inc: Exposing the harms of the global pornography industry. Ed. Tankard Reist,
Melinda and Bray, Abigail. Spinifex Press, North Melbourne. See also: Roper, Caitlin (21 Sep 2022).
Yes the problem is porn: A response to Chanel Contos. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/response_to_chanel_contos
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Porn has been produced using rape, sex trafficking, and child sexual abuse as exposed in
recent investigations of Porn Hub24, further evidence for why pornography belongs in Class
1A category:

That supposedly “wholesome Pornhub” attracts 3.5 billion visits a month, more than
Netflix, Yahoo or Amazon. Pornhub rakes in money from almost three billion ad
impressions a day. One ranking lists Pornhub as the 10th-most-visited website in the
world. Yet there’s another side of the company: Its site is infested with rape videos. It
monetizes child rapes, revenge pornography, spy cam videos of women showering,
racist and misogynist content, and footage of women being asphyxiated in plastic
bags. A search for “girls under18” (no space) or “14yo” leads in each case to more
than 100,000 videos. Most aren’t of children being assaulted, but too many are.

After a 15-year-old girl went missing in Florida, her mother found her on Pornhub —
in 58 sex videos. Sexual assaults on a 14-year-old California girl were posted on
Pornhub and were reported to the authorities not by the company but by a classmate
who saw the videos. In each case, offenders were arrested for the assaults, but
Pornhub escaped responsibility for sharing the videos and profiting from them.

The pornography industry is commercialised sexual exploitation, as described by Haley
McNamara, Vice President of Advocacy and Outreach at the National Center on Sexual
Exploitation:25

The reality is that the pornography industry is a sexually exploitative industry.
Recently, mainstream pornography websites such as PornHub have even been
caught hosting videos of sex-trafficked women and of a child being sexually abused.

Pornhub has claimed that it removes videos shared without all parties' consent, yet it
regularly fails to remove videos of sexual assault, including sex-trafficking videos that
it left up on its website for months despite a civil lawsuit having been filed on the
matter.

One young woman named Rose has spoken out about how videos of her rape at the
age of 14 were uploaded to Pornhub and garnered over 40,000 views. The video
titles included “passed out teen” and “teen crying and getting slapped around.”

Rose has stated: "I sent Pornhub begging emails. I pleaded with them. I wrote,
'Please, I'm a minor, this was assault, please take it down.’” But the videos remained

25 McNamara, Haley (24 Feb 2020). Credit card companies should stop partnering with porn websites.
Washington Examiner.
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/op-eds/credit-card-companies-should-stop-partnering-w
ith-porn-websites

24 Kristof, Nicholas (4 Dec 2020). The Children of Pornhub: Why does Canada allow this company to
profit off videos of exploitation and assault? The New York Times.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/04/opinion/sunday/pornhub-rape-trafficking.html
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live until she resorted to impersonating a lawyer. Since speaking out about this
experience, Rose says dozens of women have reached out to her with similar
experiences of their assault videos being uploaded to Pornhub and the difficulty of
getting them taken down.

It is essentially guaranteed that there are more videos of real-life rape and sex
trafficking on Pornhub, considering the fact that the website has no age or ID
verification requirement to upload a pornographic video to this site. This makes it a
magnet for sex traffickers and abusers to upload content in order to control and
manipulate victims further.

Further, many major pornography sites, including Pornhub, link to live webcam
pornography. It is impossible for the company to verify the consent of such
performers in real time. There have been many cases of sex-trafficking victims
(including children) being forced to perform live webcam pornography from the
Philippines, Australia, and other countries.

Beyond these horrific problems, the day-to-day functioning of the pornography
industry is anything but respectable. The mainstream pornography industry is
churning out videos with themes of incest, racism, and nearly omnipresent violence
against women. Pornhub hosts popular videos featuring themes of homeless teens,
assaulting drunk women and girls, and kidnapping. Further, Pornhub hosts several
racist channels, including Exploited Black Teens, Exploited African Immigrants,
African Sex Slaves, and more.

Research also shows that the pornography industry inflicts both physical and mental
trauma on performers. A 2011 study found that “female adult film performers have
significantly worse mental health and higher rates of depression than other California
women of similar ages.” Another study reported that pornography performers can
experience physical trauma on the film set, often leave the industry with financial
insecurity and mental health problems, and also experience health risks that aren’t
limited to sexually transmitted diseases.

Female pornography performers have even been sex trafficked and sexually abused
by high-profile pornography producers and male fellow performers.

The evidence signals an urgent need for legislative and public health approaches to this
industry and the harm it causes.

We support the findings of the Australian Law Reform Commission Final Report:26

Some stakeholders commented that, because this kind of ‘illegal’ content is already
subject to criminal law enforcement, there may be no need to target it through the
classification scheme.107 MLCS Management, for example, submitted that the

26 Australian Law Reform Commission (February 2012). RC Classification-Content Regulation
and Convergent Media Final Report. Sydney, NSW.
https://www.alrc.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/final_report_118_for_web.pdf
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interface between entertainment and criminal law ‘is a major flaw’ of the present
classification cooperative scheme as: one of the reasons for banning content
(refusing classification) is because it not only offends reasonable adults, but because
it may in some way break the law. However, the prime reason for the [national
classification scheme] is to advise consumers about product suitability. There must
be very clear and consistent linkages between any classification framework and other
legislative schemes, such as criminal codes and customs regulations.” (p274)

Evidence base for including pornography as extremely harmful
material

Pornography depicts violence, and is associated with acceptance of rape myths and
increased risk of committing or being victims of sexual offences. It includes:

● Common themes of male aggression and degradation of females, displayed as
consensual and pleasurable for the women.27

● Physical and verbal aggression are extremely common.28

● Mainstream pornography involves a “fairly homogeneous script involving violence
and female degradation.”29 The effects of exposure to pornographic material are
“clear and consistent”: pornography use puts people at increased risk for committing
sexual offenses and accepting rape myths.30

● “Exposure to domestic violence and a sexualized home environment (in this case,
exposure to pornography and/or child sexual abuse) may render adolescents
particularly at risk for sexual violence.” “Exposure to pornography may negatively
impact the sibling-victim in addition to the sibling-offender,” and “early exposure to
pornography may impact a child’s view of what is normative and impair the ability to
avoid, deter, or negotiate from dangerous situations.”31

31 Latzman, N. E., Viljoen, J. L, Scalora, M. J., and Ullman, D. (2011). Sexual Offending in
Adolescence: A Comparison of Sibling Offenders and Non-sibling Offenders Across Domains of Risk
and Treatment Need. J Child Sexual Abuse 20(3):245-263.

30 Paolucci-Oddone, E., Genuis, M. and Violato, C. (2000). A Meta-Analysis of the Published
Research on the Effects of Pornography. In Violato, C. and Paolucci-Oddone, R. and Genius, M.
(eds.), The Changing Family and Child Development. Aldershot, England, pp48–59.

29 Sun, C., Bridges, A., Johnson, J. and Ezzell, M. (2016). Pornography and the Male Sexual Script:
An Analysis of Consumption and Sexual Relations, Arch Sexual Behavior 45(4): 983–94.

28 Bridges, A. J., Wosnitzer, R., Scharrer, E., Sun, C. and Liberman, R. (2010). Aggression and Sexual
Behavior in Best-Selling Pornography Videos: A Content Analysis Update. Violence Against Women
16(10):1065–1085; Wright, P. J., Tokunaga R. S. and Kraus, A. (2016). A Meta-Analysis of
Pornography Consumption and Actual Acts of Sexual Aggression in General Population Studies. J
Communications 66(1):183-205.

27 Shor, E. (2019). Age, aggression, and pleasure in popular online pornographic videos. Violence
Against Women 25(8):1018-1036. See also: Tankard Reist, M (26 Feb 2021). The impact of the
pornography industry of performer health, MTR presentation at credit card company briefing,
Collective Shout.
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/collectiveshout/pages/7358/attachments/original/1636706209/
The_Impact_of_the_Pornography_Industry_on_Performer_Health_CREDIT_CARD_company_briefin
g_February_26_2021_FINAL_FINAL.pdf?1636706209
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● Females who watched pornographic videos were at greater risk of becoming victims
of sexual harassment or sexual assault.32

● Mainstream, deviant, and child sexual abuse consumption is interconnected. A
survey from a general population of Internet pornography users found that users of
pornography depicting sexual abuse of children also consume both hardcore
pornography (featuring ostensibly adult performers), as well as bestiality.

● There were no consumers of child sexual abuse images who only collected child
sexual abuse images.33

● Men who consumed mainstream pornography expressed a greater intent to commit
rape if they knew they would not be caught than those who did not consume
pornography. Those who consumed sadomasochistic pornography expressed
significantly less willingness to intervene in situations of sexual violence, greater
belief in rape myths, and greater intent to commit rape. Among those who consumed
rape-themed pornography, the researchers described “serious effects” including less
bystander willingness to intervene, greater belief in rape myth, and greater intent to
commit rape. In other words, there was no type of pornography that did not result in a
greater intent to commit rape by a user if they knew they would not be caught.34

● Pornography normalizes the notion that women are sex objects among both
adolescent boys and girls.35

● Internet pornography use is linked to increases in problematic sexual activity at
younger ages, and a greater likelihood of engaging in risky sexual behavior, such as
hookups, multiple sex partners, anal sex, group sex, and using substances during
sex as young adolescents.36

● 44% of males aged 11–16 who viewed pornography reported that online pornography
gave them ideas about the type of sex they wanted to try.37

● In a meta-analysis of eight studies, male adolescent sex offenders reported more
exposure to sex or pornography than non-sex offenders.38

38 Seto, M. C. and Lalumière, M. L. (2010). What is so special about male adolescent sexual

37 Martellozzo, E. et al. (2016). ‘I wasn’t sure it was normal to watch it…’ A quantitative and qualitative
examination of the impact of online pornography on the values, attitudes, beliefs and behaviours of
children and young people. London: Middlesex University.
https://www.mdx.ac.uk/__data/as-sets/pdf_file/0021/223266/MDX-NSPCC-OCC-pornographY-report.p
df

36 Braun-Courville D. K. and Rojas, M. (2009). Exposure to sexually explicit web sites and adolescent
sexual attitudes and behaviors. J Adolescent Health 45:156–162. Marston, C. and Lewis, R. (4th
February 2016). Anal heterosex among young people and implications for health promotion: a
qualitative study in the UK. BJM Open 4:1–6. Rothman, E. R. et al. (2011). Multi-person sex among a
sample of adolescent female urban health clinic patients. J Urban Health: Bulletin of the New York
Academy of Medicine 89(1):129–137. Häggström-Nordin, E., Hanson, U. and Tydén, T. (2005).
Association between pornography consumption and sexual practices among adolescents in Sweden.
Int J STD AIDS 16:102–107.

35 Peter, J. and Valkenburg, P.M. (2007). Adolescents’ exposure to a sexualized media environment
and their notions of women as sex objects. Sex Roles 56:381-395. Brown, J. K. and L’Engle, K. L.
(2009). X-Rated: Sexual attitudes and behaviors associated with U.S. early adolescents’ exposure to
sexually explicit media. Communication Research 36(1):129–1.

34 Fubert, J. D., Brosi, M. W., and Bannon, R. S. (2011). Effects of fraternity men’s pornography use
on bystander intervention, rape myth acceptance and behavioral intent to commit sexual assault.
Sexual Addiction Compulsivity 18(4):212–231.

33 Seigfried-Spellar, K. C. and Rogers, M. K. (2013). Does deviant pornography use follow a
Guttman-like progression? Comput Human Behavior 29:1997–2003.

32 Bonino, S., Ciairano, S., Rabagliette, E. and Cattelino, E. (2006). Use of Pornography and Self
Reported Engagement in Sexual Violence among Adolescents. Eur J Dev Psychol 3(3):265–288.
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Di MacLeod, director of a domestic violence centre on the Gold Coast, wrote to Melinda
Tankard Reist about the increase in porn-related injuries to girls aged 14 and up, including
torture:

In the past few years we have had a huge increase in intimate partner rape of women
from 14 to 80+. The biggest common denominator is consumption of porn by the
offender. With offenders not able to differentiate between fantasy and reality,
believing women are 'up for it' 24/7, ascribing to the myth that 'no means yes and yes
means anal', oblivious to injuries caused and never ever considering consent. We
have seen a huge increase in deprivation of liberty, physical injuries, torture,
drugging, filming and sharing footage without consent.

In February 2021 we submitted a briefing and list of recommendations to the Canadian
House of Commons Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy and Ethics,
which was investigating the protection of privacy and reputation on platforms such as
Pornhub.39

In 2021, Pornhub was called to account. The Canadian Parliament required the executives
of MindGeek, Pornhub’s parent company, to appear before a Committee and provide details
on the company’s reporting procedures, safeguarding technology, moderation of content,
and structure. MP Charlie Angus reported later that MindGeek “showed a staggering level of
recklessness” and “complete disregard for matters concerning reported criminal behaviour.”

Substantial evidence was provided from third parties demonstrating that Pornhub had
certainly hosted and profited from child sexual abuse material and rape. There are now
multiple class action lawsuits against MindGeek on behalf of abused children, sex trafficking
victims, and women secretly filmed.

In June 2022, MindGeek executives, Feras Antoon and David Tassillo, resigned. A critical
investigation by Nicholas Kristoff at the New York Times (cited earlier) found the company
had failed to address their hosting of “videos featuring underage and non-consenting
individuals.” Pornhub has since been banned from Instagram.40

40 Kristof, Nicholas (4 Dec 2020). The Children of Pornhub: Why does Canada allow this company to
profit off videos of exploitation and assault? The New York Times.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/04/opinion/sunday/pornhub-rape-trafficking.html

39 Collective Shout (23 Mar 2021). Submission to Canadian Parliamentary Ethics Committee:
Protection of Privacy and Reputation on Platforms Such as Pornhub.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_ethi_mindgeek

offending? A review and test of explanations through meta-analysis. Psychol Bull 136(4):526–575.
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Consultation Questions

1. Are the measures in the Codes reasonable and
proportionate to the harm posed by different types of Class
1A and Class 1B material?

1.1 There is insufficient urgency and accountability in the proposed
mechanisms and timeframes to resolve complaints.

A higher level of urgency needs to be reflected in timeframes to resolve complaints. As well,
users should have access to a mechanism to escalate complaints that were dismissed or
ignored.

The Draft Codes state that providers “must refer to eSafety complaints from the public
concerning providers’ non-compliance with this Code, where the provider is unable to
resolve the complaint within a reasonable time frame.” Here is the muddy term “reasonable”
and the responsibility left to the providers to deal with the complaints in whatever they see as
a timely fashion.

The Draft Codes also state that providers “must take appropriate steps to promptly respond
to reports or complaints” and “inform the user in a reasonably timely manner of the outcome
of the report or complaint.”

In our many years dealing with self-regulation in the advertising industry, and in making
complaints to Instagram and Twitter about exploitation on their platforms, we have
experienced and documented how legitimate complaints are frequently ignored or
dismissed.

● Ad Standards has a years-long documented history of failure to do its job. It
frequently dismisses complaints from the public about advertisements that are clearly
degrading to women, pornographic and in view of children, including BDSM
themes.41 Once an ad is denied panel review, there is no other avenue for having a
complaint heard.42

● One of our campaigners reported to Twitter that men were discussing raping and
impregnating pre-teen girls and violently dismembering women. Twitter had
responded to say its Safety Policies had not been broken. It was only after we

42 Kennedy, Lyn (27 Aug 2019). Self-regulated advertising: How many more examples of failure do we
need? Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/self_regulated_advertising_more_examples_of_failure

41 Roper, Caitlin (8 Jun 2020). The sexist ads endorsed by Ad Standards. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/how_ad_standards_justifies_sexist_advertising?fbclid=IwAR1SMBgce
nz6jCfXTyKJicXuHsrW3xfvMTTaGMh7GN2T6nqFWt0qV6aS0c0
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tweeted CEO Parag Agrawal, Chair Bret Taylor, major shareholder Vanguard, and
Elon Musk, asking why Twitter endorsed men’s explicit desires to sexually abuse
young girls, that a number of these accounts were suspended.43

● Instagram had responded to our campaigners’ report to say that the relevant account
did not go against Community Guidelines – this account had published
BDSM-themed pictures and videos of a prepubescent girl in sexualised poses, in
fetish wear and chains. It was only after media coverage that Instagram pulled this
account dedicated to promoting pre-teen “models” – it had over 33k followers. Even
after the account was pulled, a hashtag containing the page’s name returned 11k
posts featuring adultified pre-teen and toddler girls.44

● When we reported child sex abuse comments made on reels featuring pre-teen girls,
Instagram responded that it was too busy to review them and suggested we hide the
content if we find it ‘upsetting’. One particular video of young girls dancing sexually
attracted 77k views at the time of reporting. Instagram should have taken the
opportunity to investigate the account, with nearly 15k followers, dedicated to videos
of young girls dancing sexually for mostly male followers, rampant predatory activity,
and paedophile networking including invitations to off-site chat groups.

● We have dozens of examples of Instagram failing to review our reports of child
exploitation. Some of our reports from January 2022 (10 months ago) are still ‘In
review’. Of 100 reports of child exploitation we made during August 2022, Instagram
has reviewed only half. In every case, the account user promoted sales and/or trade
of child sexual abuse material - often via links to Mega folders and files. Of the half
which have been reviewed, Instagram took action to remove just three
accounts/pieces of content. Of the remaining reports, Instagram said it did not
remove the content as it did not go against its Community Guidelines.

● An investigation conducted by cybersecurity group, Ghost Data, identified the more
than 500 accounts that openly shared or requested child sexual abuse material over
a 20-day period during September 2022. Twitter failed to remove more than 70% of
the accounts. Of the accounts which remained online, many were soliciting materials
for "13+" and "young looking nudes".45

● Meta’s training manual for content moderators instructs them, in cases where the age
of the subject of suspected child exploitation material was unknown, to “err on the
side of adults.”

We recommend that providers be required to report in detail on complaints and reports
regarding CSEM activity including:

● incidents/pieces of content/number of accounts detected +/- removed proactively and
method of detection (AI vs human moderators).

● incidents/pieces of content/number of accounts reported by user community, and
outcome (takedown/mandatory reporting requirements fulfilled vs dismissal, including
reason for dismissal).

● number of incidents/users referred to regulators/authorities for CSEM activities.
● number and demographics (age, sex, country) of minors implicated by

paedophile/CSEM activity.

45 Collective Shout (4 Oct 2022). Big brands pull ads from Twitter after child exploitation investigation.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/big_brands_pull_ads_from_twitter

44 https://www.collectiveshout.org/takedown_twitter_instagram
43 https://www.collectiveshout.org/takedown_twitter_instagram
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● time taken to respond to the report.
● nature of the content, and
● what action was taken by the provider.

Recommendations:

Codes must include mandatory time limits on responding to complaints.

Providers should make detailed data available on all complaints.

Providers should include access to a mechanism for end-users to make a complaint
to a third party if they are dissatisfied with the provider’s response to a complaint.

1.2 The intention of end-users distributing CSEM should be irrelevant.
We note the clauses advising that end-user accounts who distribute CSEM should be
terminated only if they intend to cause harm:

Example: Code 1: “Providers must … terminate an end-users account as soon as
reasonably practicable if the end-user is distributing CSEM material with the intention
to cause harm.”

Our examinations of court transcripts involving CSAM offenders reveals that sometimes the
offender believes he is causing no harm by collecting and distributing such images. An
example is this quote from the sentencing remarks from the Court of Appeal of the Supreme
Court of Victoria, 2010, in which a man was convicted of accessing, possessing and
transmitting images of CSAM. He was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment but was
released immediately upon entering prison, with good behaviour required for three years.

Dr Rachel MacKenzie, a clinical psychologist with Forensicare, saw the respondent
on 16 February this year – about three weeks after his consultation with Dr Deacon.
He denied any sexually deviant interests, apart from his interest in hard core
prepubescent pornography, and told Dr MacKenzie that he had no wish for physical
sexual contact with children. He considered his offending to be at ‘the minor end of
the spectrum’, and had never really thought about how the abuse might have
affected those subjected to the acts he habitually viewed; but, as he remarked to her
in another manifestation of his lack of empathy, they did not look ‘upset’.46

Facebook’s own research demonstrates that some users share CSAM to generate shock or
for the purpose of making others aware. Nonetheless, as Facebook points out, each time an
image is shared, that child is revictimized.47

47 Buckley, J., Andrus, M. and Williams, C. Understanding the intentions of child sexual abuse material
(CSAM) sharers. Meta.

46 DPP (Cth) v D’Alessandro [2010] VSCA 60 (24 March 2010).
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/vic/VSCA/2010/60.html#fnB16
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Recommendations:

Social media platforms should not tolerate violations of laws prohibiting CSAM
material. They should remove the requirement that an end-user “repeatedly violated
terms and conditions, community standards, and/or acceptable use policies.”

Codes should remove clauses specifying that end-user accounts are terminated only
if they intend to cause harm.

Social media platforms must not tolerate violations of laws prohibiting CSAM
material. They should remove the requirement that an end-user “repeatedly violated
terms and conditions, community standards, and/or acceptable use policies.”

1.3 The term ‘reasonable’ is left undefined and should be replaced
with the term ‘necessary’ to accomplish a focus on the best interests
of every child.

The term “reasonable” is used frequently throughout the draft Codes. We have in past
submissions strongly recommended the term “necessary” rather than “reasonable” to
accomplish a focus on outcomes and child welfare, rather than on what a provider believes
makes business sense.48 We reiterate that recommendation here.

For example, there is advice that safety by design requires providers to “take reasonable
steps to prevent an Australian child that is known to be under the minimum age permitted on
the service from holding an account on the service.”

The concept “reasonable” removes any clarity from the expectations here. Legal advice with
regard to the Basic Online Safety Expectations concurs, and experts note that further
guidance is anticipated from eSafety on this matter.49

Recommendation:

The term ‘reasonable’ should be replaced by the term ‘necessary.’

49 Lawrence, Adrian, Stewart, Andrew, and Manvell, Allison (12 Aug 2022). Australia: Basic Online
Safety Expectations – Regulatory Guidance. Global Compliance News.
https://www.globalcompliancenews.com/2022/08/12/https-insightplus-bakermckenzie-com-bm-consu
mer-goods-retail_1-australia-basic-online-safety-expectations-regulatory-guidance_08042022/

48 Collective Shout (Nov 2021). Submission on Online Safety (Basic Online Safety Expectations)
Determination 2021.
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/bose-collective-shout.pdf

https://research.facebook.com/blog/2021/02/understanding-the-intentions-of-child-sexual-abuse-mater
ial-csam-sharers/
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1.4 CSEM should be reported regardless of suspected victim’s location
or nationality

Example: Code 1: “If … a provider identifies CSEM and believes it is a serious and
immediate threat to the life or physical health or safety of an Australian adult or child,
it must report to an appropriate entity within 24 hours or as soon as reasonably
practicable.”

Each Code should require that providers of services must report ALL identified CSAM to an
appropriate entity, regardless of the suspected victim’s location or nationality.

Although this may be covered by international obligations (which is also mentioned in the
Code), it is still important that this Code acknowledge the global nature of CSAM crimes and
participate in global efforts to address them.

In the 2021/22 financial year, the Australian Federal Police arrested more than 230 people
on child abuse-related charges. Over 110 children were removed from harm as a result of
these investigations. Some were in Australia, some were overseas.50

Recommendation:

Industry should  report CSAM regardless of where or to whom it is happening.

2. Do measures across Codes include an appropriate level of
protection in respect of Class 1A and Class 1B material?

The Codes fail in their intended aim of protecting children. They do not address first
generation CSAM, do not address live-streamed child sexual abuse, do not contain
provisions requiring shorter take-down times and complaint handling processes, take no
account of parent run accounts and paid sponsorships for children and ignore the dangers of
end-to-end encryption. The draft codes therefore fail in their stated aims.

2.1 Industry fails to address first generation CSAM.

We are very concerned that there is no indication that industry intends to tackle
first-generation CSAM. This material is being created on their platforms, using the bodies of
children identified and groomed on their platforms, and we believe it is unacceptable that
industry has agreed amongst themselves to refuse to take responsibility.

50 Morgan, Cassandra (23 Sep 2022). Australia facing ‘tsunami’ of child abuse. The Canberra Times.
https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/7916809/australia-facing-tsunami-of-child-abuse/?cs=14264
&fbclid=IwAR3VVBvQqvYocaOLKBU9aQaJrUdsHaM3aFbE-JTmYhRoRBQ2WgvU4BQGvks
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We note the “Guidance” on this issue, saying that industry has refused to address
first-generation CSAM, excusing themselves from any requirement to develop or use tools to
detect it, on the basis that it is “in an early stage of development” (as though their
contribution cannot change this status), “not as accurate as technology for the detection of
known CSAM” (as though they have to choose between the two), and “requires greater
human review of detected materials” (as though they don’t have the resources to commit to
this).

From the Explanatory Memorandum:

Industry has also considered what it can do to detect first-generation child sexual
abuse material. Some very large companies have invested in technology that can
detect first-generation CSAM (i.e. material not previously identified and stored in an
appropriately maintained NGO database), however this technology is still in an early
stage of development. While the accuracy of technology to enable detection of
first-generation material is improving, it is generally accepted that it is not as accurate
as technology for the detection of known CSAM and requires greater human review
of detected materials. The proactive detection of online materials has therefore been
limited to the detection of known child sexual abuse material.

A Facebook whistleblower in 2021 revealed that “there was no solution to illegal material at
Facebook because there had not been “adequate assets devoted to the problem.” It was
claimed that a small team set up to develop software which could detect indecent videos of
children was broken up and redeployed, because it was seen as “too complex.”  Other
accusations from the whistleblower included that Facebook does not know the full scale of
the problem of child abuse material because it does not track it. And according to the
whistleblower, a constant question allegedly asked by senior managers was “what’s the
return on investment?”51

The whistleblower revealed that Facebook “Groups” was where much of the worst behaviour
and harm was occurring. Paedophiles use code words, Messenger, Whatsapp, to share
these codes, and they change them routinely.

Sir Peter Wanless, Chief Executive of the NSPCC, said:

These revelations raise profound and disturbing questions about Facebook’s
commitment to combat illegal child abuse on its services. For the first time, evidence
from inside Facebook suggests they have abdicated their responsibility to
comprehensively tackle child sexual abuse material.” The former employee
concluded: “Unless there is… credible threat of legislative and/or legal action,
Facebook won’t change.”

Identification of first-generation CSAM. Tools are available to them, and there are rapid
developments of technology which provide “breakthrough technology that identifies and
classifies previously unknown CSAM images and video at scale.”52

52 For example, Krunam (https://krunam.co/)

51 Crawford, Angus (28 Oct 2021). Whistleblower: Facebook’s response to child abuse ‘inadequate’.
BBC News. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-59063768
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Recommendation:

Online companies must employ all tools available to them to tackle first-generation
CSAM.

● Industry must invest in tools and resources to enable providers to detect and
deal with first-generation, existing, and live-streamed CSAM.

Otherwise, the Codes will have an unintended spin-off in incentivising abusers and exploiters
to move to E2EE platforms, and to ‘breadcrumb’ onto other platforms (for example, using an
Instagram account to direct others to their accounts on encrypted platforms to communicate,
trade, and purchase CSAM). We previously warned of this in our submission to the
European Commission Public Consultation on Child Sexual Abuse Online in July 2021.

We urged that legislation must not serve to incentivise service providers to hide under the
cover of E2EE for exemption from mandatory CSAM detection, removal, and reporting
requirements.53

2.2 Codes fail to address live-streaming of CSAM.

Collective Shout has taken a strong position on the prevention and prosecution of Live
Distant Child Abuse (LDCA), highlighting the gravest harms to children as a result of this
growing criminal enterprise.54 According to Australian Federal Police, paedophiles are
“fuelling the market for online footage of children being tortured and murdered.”55 We have
participated in Australian Centre to Counter Child Exploitation (ACCCE) hosted roundtables
to address child exploitation and have supported Federal Government initiatives to address
the issue.56

ISPs and Telcos provide the infrastructure for live-streaming the sexual abuse of children.
We support the recommendation of UK’s first Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner
(2014-2018, Kevin Hyland OBE) on the need for legal instruments in a binding legal
framework to prevent transmission of this illegal content:

With the increase of online trafficking, particularly for cybersex, legal instruments are
long overdue to require those who supply and provide the internet ‘virtual highways’

56 Kennedy, Lyn (10 Sep 2020). “Australians should be outraged by this offending.” Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/_national_child_protection_week

55 Schliebs, M. (23-24 Nov 2019). Aussies fuel pedophile video surge, The Weekend Australian.
Grigg, A. and Chenoweth, N. (23 Nov 2019). Westpac’s Dirty Laundering. The Australian Financial
Review.

54 Tankard Reist, Melinda (6 Jul 2017). Why are Australian Telcos and ISPs Enabling a Child Sexual
Abuse Pandemic? ABC Religion and Ethics.
https://www.abc.net.au/religion/why-are-australian-telcos-and-isps-enabling-a-child-sexual-abuse/100
95644

53 Collective Shout (July 2021). Child sexual abuse online - detection, removal and reporting.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_eu_commission_public_consultation_online_child_abuse
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to guarantee they will control the traffic and materials that transmit across their
systems. This should be part of a legally binding framework and should be linked to
the provision and upgrading as service providers seek to win contracts to supply 5G
technology, which is expected to move to an even higher generation version in the
near future.57

We also share concerns expressed in a joint open letter signed by UK Home Secretary Priti
Patel, US Attorney General William Barr, Acting US Homeland Security Secretary Kevin
McAleenan, and (then) Australian Minister for Home Affairs Peter Dutton, about Facebook’s
plan to build end-to-end encryption into its messaging apps.58 If the plan goes ahead, it will
prevent law enforcement agencies from finding illegal activity–including CSEM–shared via
Facebook. The signatories called on Facebook to prioritise public safety by enabling law
enforcement to gain access to illegal content.

End-to-end-encryption violates Facebook’s commitment to child safety. We support efforts to
block this proposed move.

A platform which combines “inaccessible messaging services with open profiles, providing
unique routes for prospective offenders to identify and groom our children," is an obvious risk
to children’s safety.  At the time, it was estimated 70 percent of cases relating to
Facebook-hosted content will no longer be reported to the National Center for Missing &
Exploited Children because users’ conversations will be inaccessible to authorities.
Facebook will no longer have access to users’ conversations.59

In 2021, it was reported by WeProtect Global Alliance that only 26% of tech companies were
making their content classifiers available to other companies – a serious lack of collaboration
for something so serious. Only 30% were using classifiers to detect CSAM in videos, and
only 22% to detect it in live-streaming, although that was a rapidly expanding new frontier for
CSAM. In CSAM tech, “the scale and rate of change is unprecedented.”60

Sarah Napier, Coen Teunissen and Hayley Boxall reported in 2021 for the Australian Institute
of Criminology from their paedophile chat log data.61 This report is disturbing. The AFP
provided chat logs from eight cases, either current or recent. All victims were female; there

61 Napier, S., Teunissen, C. and Boxall, H. (Oct 2021). Live Streaming of child sexual abuse: an
analysis of offender chat logs. Australian Institute of Criminology. Trends and Issues in Crime and
Criminal Justice. No. 639.
https://www.aic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-10/ti639_live_streaming_of_child_sexual_abuse.pdf

60 Counts, Aisha (12 Nov 2021). Child sexual abuse is exploding online. Tech’s best defenses are no
match. Protocol. https://www.protocol.com/policy/csam-child-safety-online

59 Brookes, J. (2019). Update: Dutton tells Facebook to ‘pick a side’ on child exploitation, demands
halt to encryption plans. Which-50.
https://which-50.com/dutton-demands-facebook-halt-encryption-plans/

58 Patel, P., Barr, W.P., Dutton, P., Little, A. and Blair, B. (2020). International Statement: End-to-end
encryption and public safety. Home Office.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/international-statement-end-to-end-encryption-and-public
-safety/international-statement-end-to-end-encryption-and-public-safety-accessible-version

57 Hyland, K. (9 Oct 2019). Submission No. 87 to the Inquiry into Modern Slavery Act 2018 and
Associated Matters.
https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/lcdocs/submissions/66190/0087%20Mr%20Kevin%20Hyland%20
OBE.pdf
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were 74 unique victims, 43 of whom were in the Philippines. The average price paid for a
“show” was AU$51. The researchers note:

The use of such popular platforms to arrange and watch the sexual abuse of children
live has implications for ‘big tech’ companies in implementing more measures to
prevent child abuse and exploitation from taking place on their platforms… Such
offences could potentially be traceable by these companies if they invested in more
innovative technology. Yet the end-to-end encryption proposed on platforms such as
Facebook will likely increase the challenges for law enforcement in detecting new
and emerging forms of child exploitation. For example, such encryption will prevent
police from accessing online chat logs, which are a key form of evidence in the
investigation of CSA live streaming.

Recommendation:

Industry must address live-streamed CSAM with available technology and continuing
investment in innovation and resources.

2.3 Codes fail to address sexual discussions and other degrading
treatment of minors
It is difficult to find data verifying the prevalence of child sex predators, paedophiles and their
activities on the clear web and mainstream social media platforms. In our own investigations
of Twitter and Instagram, we have documented the following:

- Large networks of men connected to young and pre teen girls’ content. Often
scraped from the girls’ original social media accounts (eg Instagram, TikTok) and
posted to Twitter, it is used to generate sexual discussions and commentary. Without
contacting the girls (and/or their parents/adults who “run” their accounts) it is
impossible to verify, but we suspect in most instances the content is taken and
reshared non-consensually. In many cases, the content has extremely high levels of
engagement. For example, within 13 hours, a video of a pre teen girl in a bikini
straddling an elephant’s trunk attracted 21.1K views. It received 899 likes and was
retweeted 72 times, sometimes with added child sexual abuse commentary such as
‘How most girls like it…one between the legs and the other to the face [squirt emoji]’
and ‘Lucky girls rub her clitoris [zip smile emoji]’. Other videos featuring the young girl
posted by the same user also attracted sexual abuse comments including ‘I want to
lick your asshole’ and ‘jump on my dick’.

- “Gooning”, “wank chats” and “trades”. Men network over teen and pre teen girls’
content, dropping instructions to others to masturbate to the content (and to even
“normalize” the practice), and invitations to “wank chats” and content “trading”.

- “Cum tributes” - images and videos featuring men’s exposed genitals masturbating
and/or ejaculating on girls’ images. On Twitter, we documented this degrading and
exploitative practice in connection with girls as young as 12.

- Instagram Reels featuring pre teen girls with tens and sometimes hundreds of
thousands of views. A large proportion of views and likes are from men, as are the
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sexualised, predatory and grooming comments attached to the videos. Instagram
pushes the content to users via its Explore page.

Twitter and Instagram routinely dismiss our reports about these sexual exploitation activities,
telling us that their safety policies and community guidelines have not been broken.62

This is unconscionable corporate behaviour: claiming ‘zero tolerance’ for child exploitation
while aiding and profiting from it.63 It demonstrates a failure to prioritise children’s safety and
contempt for legislation prohibiting child sexual exploitation and abuse.

● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit non consensual sharing of minors’
content.

● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit sexual discussions and other degrading
and exploitative treatment of minors.

● Industry codes must explicitly prohibit paedophilic networking, including the
use of red flag terms known for use in connecting sexual predators and aiding
trade in child sexual abuse material.

2.3 Proposed takedown times are unjustifiably and unacceptably lengthy.

Industry should provide further explanation supporting the proposed 24 hour takedown time
for CSAM images. It is possible that there are good reasons for this in terms of internal and
external investigations and so on; in this case, the Codes should specify.

For example, in Schedule 3, Designated internet services, the draft Code specifies
appropriate steps for responding to Australian end-users’ reports. In the Guidance is written:
“The manner in which a provider implements this measure and the timeliness of the actions
required under this measure will depend on the type of material reported, the likelihood of
harm that it poses to Australian end-users the source of the report and the risk profile of the
provider of the designated internet service.” The community would expect more certainty and
higher expectations for such a serious matter.

We have been lobbying for a two-hour takedown notice period, rather than the 24-hour
period proposed by Industry in the Draft Codes.64 We believe this to be a more appropriate
response, given the devastating impact of image-based abuse. Any delay in takedown

64 Collective Shout (Feb 2021). Briefing and Recommendations: Protection of Privacy and Reputation
on Platforms Such as Pornhub. https://www.collectiveshout.org/submission_ethi_mindgeek

63 Dang, Sheila and Paul, Katie (29 Sep 2022). Brands blast Twitter for ads next to child pornography
accounts. Reuters.
https://www.reuters.com/technology/exclusive-brands-blast-twitter-ads-next-child-pornography-accoun
ts-2022-09-28

62 We are very concerned that efforts to safeguard children online are being further hampered by
eSafety. See: https://www.collectiveshout.org/esafety_dismisses_csatweet_complaint. If legislation
does indeed allow for violent, sexual abuse commentary and discussions about children to be
published online, and if men’s published rape fantasies involving pre teen girls do not “meet the legal
threshold” for content eSafety is permitted to act on, we would urge a review of the legislation to close
the gap which enables this type of child sexual exploitation activity to flourish.
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affords greater opportunity for wide sharing, causing even more trauma to the victim. Online
and social media platforms certainly have the resources to accomplish this two-hour
takedown period.

Recommendation:

● The timeframe of 24 hours for reporting an instance of identified CSAM as an
immediate threat to the life or health of an adult or child should be changed to
“immediately” or at minimum a 2 hour time frame.

2.4 The Codes lack detailed information for parents and carers
about how to manage children’s access and exposure to class
1A and 1B material.

We are pleased to see that providers “must provide clear and easily accessible information
to parents and carers about how to manage the child’s access and exposure to class 1A and
1B material on the service.”

However, we recommend that this requirement have much more detail added.

To be understandable and applicable to ordinary users, this information must include
examples and case studies of common ways that children might be groomed, exploited or
harmed, including:

● DMs from followers
● Followers joining in to live videos
● Requests for images, videos, and livestreams
● Self-generated CSAM
● Threats to force compliance and secrecy
● Data theft
● Content theft
● Cross-platform exploitation
● Deep fakes
● “Tributes” and “shout-outs”
● CSA narratives
● Paedophilic discussions
● Abusers rely on the deep embarrassment and shame that children feel, as a

protective mechanism against seeking help from adults.

We believe that most parents do not understand these risks. It is also apparent that social
media platforms do not want users to realise that these things all happen on their platforms.
Clearly, it must be mandated that they reveal the dangers.

Parents can often believe that since many children are using a platform, then it must be safe.
What they may not realise is that those aspects of online platforms that make them rapidly
successful also make them the most dangerous for children.
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In September 2022 there was an exposé of Amazon’s subsidiary Twitch, a popular live
gaming platform, by Cecilia D’Anastasio and Rachael Dottle.65 They made the following
observations:

● “The factors that have contributed to its rapid growth, such as the ease with which
anyone can open an account and begin broadcasting themselves live, have also
enabled predators to target young users, according to an analysis from October 2020
through August 2022 by a researcher who studies livestreaming websites.”

● “During this time, at least 1976 users systematically found and followed young people
recording themselves live on the site, according to Twitch profile data, screenshots
and videos discovered by the researcher and reviewed by Bloomberg.”

● “The unusual patterns of behavior seen in these accounts indicate that many exist
primarily to catalog, watch and manipulate children, including enticing them to
perform everything from suggestive dances to explicit sexual acts, according to the
findings. These alleged predators targeted 279,016 children… hundreds of apparent
predator accounts each had more than 1000 kids on their following lists.”

● EXAMPLE: “In mid-August, 650 live viewers watched a girl who said she was 11 and
alone in her bedroom. She displayed a sign with her Twitch username and the
number 12 – the age she would turn in a few weeks. Viewers in the chat asked her to
do a “fashion show” and show her legs. An archived clip of the performance was
viewed 3,700 times.”

● EXAMPLE: “In September, a girl who said she was 9 streamed on Twitch alone in her
room using a smartphone. A viewer entered her chat room within the first minute of
her broadcast and asked if she’s a girl. Then the person said, in Spanish, “Show your
butt to prove it.” Three minutes later, the viewer said, “I want to see your underwear.”
Throughout the livestream, the viewer repeatedly threatened to leave if she did not
perform to meet his demands.”

● EXAMPLE: “Even in the many instances when Twitch has eliminated inappropriate
content or suspended clearly underage users, it’s easy enough to create a new
account. When one viewer “dared” a child to pull down her pants during a livestream
in late May, the child responded that she wouldn’t do so because she had already
had one of her three accounts suspended. The viewer, who followed primarily young
girls on Twitch, replied in the chat: “u can always make a new account easy.” Later in
the broadcast, she pulled her shirt up.”

The public statements from such companies are intended to put consumers at ease. For
example, Twitch states that it has a law enforcement response team working with NCMEC
and the Tech Coalition to deal with instances of grooming. However, Twitch will not publicly
share its work in this area since it might be used by predators to evade accountability. But
clearly, Twitch’s existing moderation tools are not working to prevent grooming.

These companies repeatedly claim they have zero tolerance and are doing everything they
can to stop it. So why is it still happening? See the table below, showing NCMEC’s statistics
for 2019-2021.

65 D’Anastasio, C. and Dottle, R. (Sep 2022). Child Predators Use Amazon’s Twitch to Systematically
Track Kids Livestreaming. Bloomberg.
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2022-twitch-problem-with-child-predators/?leadSource=uverify%
20wall
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The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children Cyber Tipline receives reports about
multiple forms of online child sexual exploitation. By far, the majority – over 99% - involves
reports of CSAM, “child pornography.” Every category increased in 2021.66

Given the history, parents cannot trust companies like Meta to prioritise children’s safety over
profit. For example, in multiple reports Facebook describes secret, secondary Instagram
accounts hidden from parents or family known as Finstas as a “unique value proposition,”
indicating that secret accounts are a growth strategy to boost activer user metrics. At the
same time, Facebook has rolled out tools to help parents navigate social media and keep
their kids safe online. Parents are unable to apply these tools to accounts they know nothing
about.67

Why would Facebook and Instagram (now Meta) press ahead with plans to engage with
younger users? Because this is the key to ensuring the company’s future success.

Young demographics are vital for social media companies, according to Ygal Arounian
at Wedbush Securities, a US financial firm, because they want loyal users to grow
older with their platforms, which appeals to advertisers looking to shape buying
decisions. In that context, attracting users on to Messenger Kids (for six to
12-year-olds) or Instagram (for those aged 13 and older) or Instagram Kids if it ever

67 US Congress (30 Sept 2021). Protecting Kids Online: Facebook, Instagram, and Mental Health
Harms. Witness: Antigone Davis, Global Head of Safety.
https://www.commerce.senate.gov/2021/9/protecting-kids-online-facebook-instagram-and-mental-heal
th-harms

66 See https://www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow/cybertipline/cybertiplinedata#reports
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launches, is commercially advantageous if over time they gravitate on to Facebook
and its 1.9 billion daily users worldwide. Instagram has more than 1 billion users.68

We are concerned by Frances Haugen’s claim made before the US Senate subcommittee
that Instagram knew parents were in the dark about the dangers it posed to children, yet did
not disclose the dangers. Facebook “articulates the idea that parents today are not aware of
how dangerous Instagram is... can’t coach their kids on basic safety things,” Haugen told the
committee.

We support calls for companies like Meta to disclose what it knows about parents’ lack of
knowledge about Instagram. We also recommend it be required to provide a comprehensive
list of specific risks posed to children on its platforms including risks to mental health,
predatory approaches, sexualisation and sexual harassment, sexual exploitation, grooming
and trafficking.

It is unrealistic to continue relying on parents to manage their children’s use of social media.
We have documented widespread sexualisation, harassment and exploitation of minors on
so-called “parent-run” or “parent-monitored” accounts. We have repeatedly highlighted how
improved and increased “parent tools” will not protect these children.

We further commend to you the evidence documented by our campaign partners at
Courtney’s House - a Washington DC-based child sex trafficking victims' support and
advocacy organisation.69 Courtney’s House has repeatedly pointed out how parent safety
advice and tools offered by Big Tech fail to keep vulnerable children safe from approaches
from pimps and traffickers, sexual exploitation and abuse.

While in general we support better measures to help parents protect their children online,
we acknowledge these measures will do nothing to mitigate the harms to children which we
and our campaign partners have documented on Instagram.

Recommendation:

Platforms and services must be required to provide detailed information, including
case studies and concrete examples, about risks to children on their platform.

69 Recommendations related to Courtney’s House evidence can be viewed here:
https://endsexualexploitation.org/instagram/

68 Milmo, D. and Skopeliti, C. (8 Oct 2021). ‘I might delete it’: Facebook’s problem with younger users.
The Guardian.
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2021/oct/08/i-might-delete-it-facebooks-problem-with-young
er-users
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3. Do you think the Codes strike an appropriate balance
between user privacy, freedom of expression and online
safety, particularly around services used for private
communication and storage of material?

3.1 “Parent run” accounts should be banned by social media
platforms, as well as children under 13 years of age as proposed in
the Draft Codes.

Along with making much more effort to prevent children from using Tier 1 social media
services, providers of Tier 1 social media services should also prevent parents, carers,
managers, or other of-age users from running an account featuring a child under 13, as well
as “fan” accounts and “shout-out” accounts. These all put children at serious risk of sexual
exploitation.

Recently, media reports exposed a plethora of sexual exploitation activity connected to a US
based 3-year old girl made famous on TikTok, Wren Eleanor.70 Wren’s parent-run TikTok
account has amassed 17.4 million followers. Other users documented men making explicit
sexual comments about the young child. Many appeared on a video of her eating a hotdog -
a post which had been saved by other TikTok users over 350,000 times. We have
documented similar predatory and exploitative activity on other platforms including
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

Monetising children’s content must be prohibited. Currently, child
predators are being incentivised and rewarded for engaging with
children.

Tech industry agents do not just fail to prevent and remove these accounts, and stop the
exploitation connected to them. They in fact incentivise these through in-platform gifting
options. Predators can use these tools to connect more closely with and further groom
children.

70 James, Emma (26 Jul 2022). TikTok moms remove videos of their kids from app over fears they are
being targeted by pedophiles after footage of TikTok’s most popular ‘three-year old’ girl is saved by
THOUSANDS of men. Daily Mail.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11050173/Mom-led-TikTok-movement-remove-pics-children-a
mid-concerns-exploitation-three-year-old.html; Maida, Josie (26 Jul 2022). Is it OK to share images of
kids on social media? Experts say 3-year-old Wren Eleanor’s social media accounts are a ‘cautionary
tale’. Yahoo!life.
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/wren-eleanor-social-media-controversy-155148875.html
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For example, Instagram Badges can be purchased during Instagram lives. According to
Instagram, benefits of Badge purchases include showing support for creators, and boosting
interactions with creators during live posts.

Instagram offers three price tiers for Badge purchases: (USD) $0.00, $1.99, or $4.99.
Multiple purchases can be made up to the maximum value of $250, and come with added
privileges:

‘If you purchase three or more badges during an Instagram live, you will receive a
thanks notification and your profile photo will glow in the comments during that live
video.’

Child predators are potentially being rewarded for engaging with children.

We have documented a number of instances of men purchasing Badges for pre-teen girls
during their Instagram lives, and the girls thanking them during the live streamed videos in
return.

The earning structure of the ‘Badge’ program serves to encourage young girls to stay online
with predators for longer:71

Milestone 1: $100 when you go Live with badges once for at least 15 minutes.
Milestone 2: $150 when you go Live with badges with another account for at least 30
minutes.
Milestone 3: $250 when you go Live with badges for at least 15 minutes once per
week.

We note that while Instagram does not take a cut of Badge earnings, Google and Apple
profit, deducting 30% of all of Instagram’s in-app purchases.72

TikTok provides a ‘Gift’ option, enabling users to gift TikTok coins (equivalent to cash
donations) to children.73

There is nothing specifically related to children in Instagram’s Content Monetization
Policies.74 Technically, users must be 18 or over to monetise content on TikTok.75 However,
‘parent run’/adult managed accounts can circumvent this rule and generate income from
children’s content.

75 Hirose, Alyssa (11 Mar 2022). How to Make Money on TikTok in 2022 (4 Proven Strategies).
Hootsuite. https://blog.hootsuite.com/how-to-make-money-on-tiktok-4-easy-strategies/

74 See https://help.instagram.com/2635536099905516

73 Woollacott, Emma (22 Jun 2022). TikTok agrees to improve protections for children. Forbes.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/emmawoollacott/2022/06/22/tiktok-agrees-to-improve-protections-for-chil
dren/?sh=5d56feb459b2; Ahn, Robin (31 May 2022). “Gifting” feature on TikTok - Manipulation of
well-intended features enables abuse. Cornell Social Media Lab.
https://medium.com/social-media-stories/gifting-feature-on-tiktok-manipulation-of-well-intended-featur
es-enables-abuse-ec9ebbc594f3

72 See https://help.instagram.com/2284971015132274

71 Blogist (27 Aug 2021). Instagram Live Bonuses: How Instagram Live Badges Earn Creators Money.
https://blogist.co/blog/instagram-live-bonuses-how-instagram-live-badges-earn-creators-money/
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Monetised children’s content via links

In addition to providing in-app monetisation tools, social media platforms allow users to
promote other methods of purchasing children’s content. We documented the following in
connection with underage (including pre teen) girls’ accounts on Instagram:

● Links to content sharing platforms (e.g  Boosty, Patreon, Select Sets) where users
can purchase subscriptions to access girls’ images and videos.

● Links to personalised website stores, where content (including a pre teen’s bikini
calendars and posters) can be purchased.

● Promotion of content via file sharing apps (eg Mega).
● Links to chat groups where more content is shared and followers can connect more

directly and privately (eg Telegram), sometimes for a fee.
● Links to payment platforms (eg  PayPal, CashApp) where followers can make

donations to “support” children.
● Links to Amazon wish lists, where followers can purchase gifts for the girls (note, we

have documented instances where preteen girls’ wish lists included items normally
associated with adults, e.g. anti-wrinkle products, women’s clothing and shoes).

We believe these, and the mainstream social media accounts they are connected to, are all
serious red flags for child exploitation. We have highlighted similarities between them and
the “child modelling sites” of the early 2000s, including those owned by hardcore porn site
operator, WebeWeb.76 In the US, there were several high-profile arrests and subsequent
convictions of child exploitation crimes tied to these operations.77

Regarding this exploitative trend of promoting underage girls’ purchasable content on
Instagram, Oxford based research scientist James Evans wrote78:

Numerous parents and other adults are exploiting children - their own, and other
peoples’ - to commercialise underage masturbation fodder. They set up
subscription-based websites and accounts on content-sharing platforms like Patreon
and Boosty to sell images of underage girls wearing bikinis, cosplay costumes,
g-strings and lingerie.

Instagram aids the trade in monetised sexualised imagery of underage girls by
allowing users to advertise and provide links to purchasable content. The girls’

78 Evans, James and Collective Shout (26 Apr 2021). The mainstreaming of child exploitation material
on Instagram. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/mainstreaming_child_exploitation_material_on_instagram

77 For example, see Fattah, Geoffrey (24 Jun 2007). Utahn gets 5-year term in child-pornography
case. Deseret News.
https://www.deseret.com/2007/6/24/20026262/utahn-gets-5-year-term-in-child-pornography-case;
Brunker, Mike (1 Dec 2006). Feds crack down on teen, preteen ‘model’ sites. NBC News.
https://www.nbcnews.com/id/wbna15977010

76 Scheeres, Julia (23 Jul 2001). Girl Model Sites Crossing Line? Wired.
https://www.wired.com/2001/07/girl-model-sites-crossing-line/
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personal Instagram accounts, and so-called ‘fan’ and ‘shout out’ pages, serve as
sneak-peeks of the content predators can access if they pay for it. Some accounts
offer content directly through Instagram in exchange for Paypal or Cash App
payments, or Amazon gift cards.

There is no doubt that this is child exploitation. These girls aren't old enough to
consent to or understand the consequences of taking part in bikini ‘modelling’ or
cosplay photo shoots. What will happen when they grow up and learn that the
‘modelling’ photos taken in their childhood were sold and distributed to men to
masturbate to? That the adults who were supposed to protect them in their childhood
exploited them and profited? Will they suffer lifelong mental health issues as a result?
What other harms are they at risk of? (A number of US-based child models exploited
in the early 2000s are known to have entered the porn industry once they turned 18.
Is that where these girls will end up - in the hands of the global, predatory, multi
billion dollar porn industry, to be misused and abused by more men?)

Despite all this, Instagram has repeatedly refused to remove pages which promote
the sale of sexualised images of children.

In December 2019, we wrote to Instagram’s Global Head of Policy, highlighting findings from
our investigation into sexual exploitation and grooming of underage girls on the platform, and
calling for improvements.79 We said we believed that Instagram must cease acting as an
advertising service for individuals selling images/videos of minors. Three years on, we
continue to document this type of activity on Instagram.

Child safety experts have highlighted the exploitative nature of selling children’s content, and
the risks of exposure to sexual predators.80

In June of this year, Forbes exposed the egregious account of Meta-aided child exploitation
by photographer, Grant Durtschi, who took ‘sexually suggestive’ and ‘intimate’ photos of
underage girls, and sold them to convicted sex offenders:81

Durthschi would often post his photos on two Instagram accounts, both now removed
from the Meta-owned platform. Customers would contact him over Instagram and
pay for photos over PayPal, according to a police analysis of his financial records.
The analysis of his PayPal account found that over 70 clients had paid him between
$100 and $1,100 for images. “Of those 70 men, several of the men were convicted

81 Brewster, Thomans (25 Jun 2022). Meta Failed To Protect Instagram’s Child Models From
Pedophiles. Forbes.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/thomasbrewster/2022/06/25/meta-is-having-a-tough-time-keeping-pedop
hiles-off-instagram/?sh=ddbeff257652

80 Nemtsova, Anna (2 Oct 2021). The Moms Selling Creepy Photos of Young Ballerinas Online. The
Daily Beast.
https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-russian-moms-selling-creepy-photos-of-teen-ballerinas-online

79 Liszewski, Melinda (4 Dec 2019). Insta must act on predators: Collective Shout letter to platform
heads. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/insta_must_act_on_predators_collective_shout_letter_to_platform_he
ads
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sex offenders or had other related convictions in their criminal history,” the FBI said.
One had been previously arrested for kidnapping.

Durtschi appeared to continue using his accounts to post images of minors for months after
he was charged and arrested. Thomas Brewster, wrote:

The case not only highlights a troubling corner of Instagram that acts as a
marketplace for sexualized images of children, it also shows how easily those who
exploit young people can elude banishment and return again and again, even after
they’re arrested and charged.

In our November 2021 Submission on Online Safety (Basic Online Safety Expectations -
BOSE) Determination, we urged the eSafety Commissioner to provide industry with
explicit minimum standards for CSEM-related matters including:82

prohibit the promotion of purchasable content featuring children (eg. calendars,
posters, digital images and videos accessible via linked websites and
subscription-based content-sharing platforms (eg Patreon, Boosty, OnlyFans and
SelectSets), direct payment services (eg PayPal, CashApp) or content which is
offered in exchange for payment-in-kind (eg. gift cards, items purchased from
Amazon wish lists).

Tech industry has aided predators and failed children by providing the means to advertise,
promote and sell children’s content, and connecting sellers to predatory men who drive
demand.

We believe industry codes must reflect genuine commitment to children’s safety and
explicitly prohibit this activity. Industry must also indicate how they will detect, remove and
appropriately report accounts engaging (or appearing to engage) in the sale of child
exploitation material to relevant authorities and/or regulators.

Paid partnerships and ‘kidfluencing’

We are deeply concerned about brands using children on social media platforms (including
preteens who are “not allowed” on them) to promote their products. These children - so
called “kidfluencers” - are at serious risk of sexual exploitation.

For example, swimwear and fashion brands Boutine LA, Beijo Baby, Chixit, Gil’s Graphics
and Australian brand, Young Glamour Girls, have long been connected sexually exploitative
treatment of young teen and even pre teen girls via Instagram promotions.83 Dave -

83 Evans, James (26 Apr 2021). The mainstreaming of child exploitation material on Instagram.
Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/mainstreaming_child_exploitation_material_on_instagram

82 Collective Shout (17 Jan 2022). Children over profit: Big tech needs to protect children from
predators, porn. https://www.collectiveshout.org/big_tech_needs_minimum_safety_standards
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MyModelHunt (on Instagram as @mymodelhunt, @mymodelhunt.fashion,
@model_hunt_international and @uk.modelhunt) is a photographer, model scout and online
magazine publisher specialising in objectifying, porn style images of women and girls. ‘Dave’
engages regularly in ‘paid partnerships’ with underage girls on Instagram. Some are as
young as 14. One is a victim of long term online sexual exploitation, as documented by
Nemtsova (see footnote 80).  At least one girl is Australian.

We have shown how online shopping giant SHEIN puts children at risk of sexual
exploitation, encouraging the practise of ‘kidfluencing’ and placing pre teen and toddler girls
directly in the paths of predators.84 It is noteworthy that in July, SHEIN was found in breach
of the Australian Association of National Advertisers (AANA) Code of Ethics for an Instagram
promotion in which a young teen girl was ‘depicted an object of sexual appeal’. For these
companies, profit - not children’s safety and wellbeing - is the priority.85

In our August 2022 submission to the Australian Association of National Advertisers
Children's Advertising Code Review, we called for urgent action to regulate how brands are
permitted to engage children to promote their products and services.86 These children are
vulnerable to exploitation, with long-term effects on their health and safety. We believe
corporates must work to protect children, and never be party to their sexual exploitation.

Since there is currently no regulation around this activity87, we believe social media platforms
- the primary hosts of brand-kidfluencer activity - are well placed to take responsibility and
prohibit this inherently risky practice which puts children at serious risk of exploitation.

Age verification and children on social media

On the point of age verification, the draft Codes offer guidance for preventing children from
using Tier 1 services. We recommend removing the suggestion that it would be sufficient to
require a user to declare their date of birth during the account registration process, as this is
an ineffective method.

It is also insufficient to have only a “tick box” to ensure the user of an internet carriage
service is an adult (as in Schedule 7). More accurate technology is available and should be
used.

87 A UK House of Commons Committee Report noted the same. See:
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmcumeds/258/report.html

86 See our full submission:
https://assets.nationbuilder.com/collectiveshout/pages/7484/attachments/original/1665150652/AANA_
Childrens_Code_Submission_August2022.pdf?1665150652

85 Collective Shout (4 Aug 2022). Young teen girl “depicted as object of sexual appeal”: Ad Standards
upholds complaints against SHEIN ad. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/shein_sxualises_teen_girl

84 Collective Shout (29 Mar 2022). SHEIN’s ‘highly sexualised’ image found in breach of ad code of
ethics: Shopping giant in our sights for objectifying women + sexualising girls. Collective Shout.
https://www.collectiveshout.org/shein_ad_breaches_code_of_ethics
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We note that French startup Yubo, which has already attracted 60 million users, has verified
the ages of almost all these users88. They are utilising age estimating technology, believing
that building a safe community will foster more engagement, thus increasing revenue.

Facebook has the technology to protect children but does not do so. In a briefing late last
year organised by Federal Member for Ryan Julian Simmonds and Reset Australia, Frances
Haugen said Facebook had not done enough to protect children. Melinda Tankard Reist and
campaigner and Corporate Social Responsibility expert Lyn Swanson Kennedy attended the
briefing held via Zoom. Mr Simmonds, who is also Chair of the Parliamentary Joint
Committee on Law Enforcement, asked Ms Haugen why the corporation had allowed users
aged under 13 years on its platform contrary to its own policies. Ms Haugen responded that
Facebook had the means for keeping children safe – but wasn’t using them. “Facebook
could have done this for a while”, Haugen said, explaining the platform knows how to
compute the ages of users but does not do it.

According to Ms Haugen, when faced with a decision between safety and profit, Facebook -
worth $10 billion a year - continued to choose profit. Ms Haugen said Facebook could not be
trusted when it claimed to be working on making its platform safer. Greater transparency
and independent oversight was needed to tackle the threats the platform posed to children,
public safety and democracy.

Following global pressure to abandon plans to develop a children's version of Instagram,89

platform Head Adam Mosseri announced last September it was putting its plans on hold.90

The announcement came immediately prior to Facebook Head of Safety Antigone Davis’
appearance before the US Senate Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety,
and Data Security September 30, 2021.

In her testimony Ms Davis said that in months prior Instagram had removed 600,000
accounts for failure to meet minimum user age (13 years) requirements.91 In December 2021
we were advised by Instagram executives that the number had increased to 800,000. This is
not the picture of a company which prioritises child safety, as Facebook has claimed for
years. Contrarily, this is evidence that Facebook has by routine prioritised profits over
children.

Development and rollout of tools to protect children has been slow. Meanwhile, tools which
have serious and direct negative consequences to children’s safety appear to have been

91 US Senate Subcommittee on Consumer Protection, Product Safety, and Data Security (30 Sep
2021). Protecting Kids Online: Facebook, Instagram, and Mental Health Harms.
https://www.commerce.senate.gov/2021/9/protecting-kids-online-facebook-instagram-and-mental-heal
th-harms

90 Mosseri, Adam (27 Sep 2021). Pausing ‘Instagram Kids’ and Building Parental Supervision Tools,
Meta. https://about.fb.com/news/2021/09/pausing-instagram-kids-building-parental-supervision-tools/

89 Collective Shout (23 May 2021). ‘I would love to f*** you so hard’: Girls deserve better than
Instagram. https://www.collectiveshout.org/girls_deserve_better_than_instagram

88 Dillet, Romain (14 Sep 2022). Yubo is about to verify the age of all its users using facial age
estimation. TechCrunch.
https://techcrunch-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/techcrunch.com/2022/09/14/yubo-is-about-to-verify-the
-age-of-all-its-users-using-facial-age-estimation/amp/
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rolled out without consideration of how children will be impacted, for example disappearing
messages and reels.

Recommendations:

Industry codes must explicitly prohibit monetisation of children’s content.

Industry codes must explicitly prohibit the promotion of off-site monetised children’s
content.

Industry codes must prohibit the use of preteen children (or children whose age is
less than the platform’s approved user age) in paid promotions.

Remove the suggestion that it would be sufficient to require a user to declare their
date of birth during the account registration process, as this is an ineffective method.

3.2 Draft Codes fail to address end-to-end encryption
In the current Draft Codes, end-to-end encryption has been absolved of responsibility in
relation to CSAM. This means that CSAM will continue to be created and shared via E2EE,
and possibly more so if other platforms are brought under closer surveillance. Even the
requirement that users must register for the service using a phone number, email address or
other identifier still allows secret interactions.

Encrypted services are not even required to carry out risk assessments, according to Code
2.

In page 4 of Code 2, Relevant Electronic Services, we read:

Relevant electronic services include a wide variety of unique services including short
messaging services (SMS), multimedia messaging services (MMS), email, instant
messaging services and services that enable AUstralian end-users to play online
games with other end-users. Because the role of relevant electronic services is to
facilitate private communication between end-users, the measures in this code have
been designed to be respectful of Australian end-users’ legitimate expectations
around the privacy and security of those communications and to ensure that
measures do not contravene statutory obligations that are applicable to the providers
of relevant electronic services.The statutory obligations that may be applicable to a
provider of a relevant electronic service, depending on the type of service, include:
Privacy Act 1988 (Cth); Part 13 of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Cth); the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (Cth); various laws relating
to unauthorised access to data/computers; and various laws relating to surveillance.
… Many relevant electronic services are also subject to similar legislation in other
jurisdictions. To the extent there is any conflict between the measures in this Code
and the laws of any jurisdiction, an industry participant should note section 6 of the
Head Terms.”
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We are extremely disappointed that Industry has refused to address encrypted messaging in
any way with regard to CSAM. It is clear that the overall theme of the Draft Codes is that
Industry is planning to rely on crowdsourcing reporting of CSAM.

We note that there are tools available and being developed which have the capacity to
detect grooming and abusive behaviours on E2EE services whilst still preserving user
privacy. Such technologies are being developed in the UK by the government’s cybersecurity
experts, as well as by companies such as Cyacomb, DragonflAI, Apple, and SafeToNet.
International Justice Mission is spearheading advocacy in this area.

We have lobbied to prevent full end-to-end encryption since it was first proposed by social
media platforms popular with young people.

We are concerned that ISPs are moving ahead with implementation of E2EE, including the
encryption of websites being requested. This will have flow on impacts for example where
parent/school filters won’t recognise CSAM content because it will be fully encrypted,
according to the WeProtect Global Alliance Global Threat Assessment 2019.92 Meeting and
grooming children online is still most commonly carried out on publicly-accessible social
media platforms, while CSAM is shared mostly via P2P file sharing. The application of E2EE
by industry would mean that these companies will be increasingly unable to identify and flag
malicious use of their own platforms.

We share the views of Rachael Falk, CEO of the Cyber Security Cooperative Research
Centre, responding to those who want to keep encrypted messages beyond the reach of
authorities:93

This argument ignores the fundamental truth that we are just as vulnerable on
messaging apps as we always have been on older platforms. The same crooks,
fraudsters, pedophiles and terrorists have not restricted themselves to monitorable
platforms, they now use messaging apps to plot their malevolent acts. They continue
to scam us, defraud us, menace our children and threaten our public safety. Only
now the convenience of messaging apps allows them to find one another and
conspire more easily in a cyber world that is invisible, encrypted and beyond the
reach of the law... The idea of privileging online privacy over these people’s welfare is
mind-boggling....

We also commend to you the Open Letter to the Technology Industry by the National Center
for Missing and Exploited Children in 2020:94

... we are alarmed by the continued march toward end-to-end encryption without
safeguards for children. We call on you to implement technological solutions that

94 Missing Kids (2020). End-to-End Encryption: Principles to Safeguard Children.
https://www.missingkids.org/blog/2020/an-open-letter-to-the-technology-industry

93 Falk, R. (21 Feb 2020). We are powerless as evil is encrypted all around. The Australian.

92 WePROTECT Global Alliance (2019). Global Threat Assessment 2019: Working together to end
the sexual exploitation of children online.
https://www.end-violence.org/sites/default/files/paragraphs/download/Global%20Threat%20Assessme
nt%202019.pdf
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enhance consumer privacy while prioritizing child safety. Robust safeguards should
transfer to a child’s digital experience in an end-to-end encrypted environment.
Without proper protections, children will be even more susceptible to potential online
sexual exploitation. And countless survivors of child sexual abuse will continue to
suffer knowing images depicting their sexual abuse are being shared with impunity.

In October 2021, we joined a global coalition of child protection experts and organisations in
signing an open letter to Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg calling on the tech giant to
improve child safety on its platforms. The letter spelled out five steps for Facebook to take to
demonstrate its commitment to children's safety and wellbeing, including to ‘review the child
protection implications of end-to-end encryption.’95

Recommendations:

Industry must use existing tools to detect behavioural signals and CSAM materials in
end-to-end encrypted services.

Industry must invest in tools and resources to enable providers to detect and deal
with first-generation, existing, and live-streamed CSAM in end-to-end services.

Collective Shout
October 2022

95 Collective Shout (20 Oct 2021). Collective Shout joins global coalition calling for child protections on
Facebook, https://www.collectiveshout.org/global_coalition_facebook_letter
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